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C L A S S

S C H E D U L E

School of Fiber Arts

986 Jackson Harbor Road
Washington Island, WI 54246
(920) 847-2264
www.sieversschool.com

An Experience Awaits You ...
Imagine a place removed from the rest of the world, a place
to quietly reflect amidst natural beauty, a place to explore your
interests, a place to create.
That place is Sievers School of Fiber Arts. Founded in 1979 on
Washington Island, WI, Sievers welcomes all levels of students
to spend uninterrupted time learning from knowledgeable,
encouraging instructors who have the “extra” qualities of warmth
and joy in sharing what they love.
As you look through our class offerings, you will get a sense
of what Sievers is about, but it is the experience itself that has
touched the lives of those who have become part of this magical
place.The opportunity to meet others with the same interests,
often developing new friendships, enriches the environment
here. It is telling that so many who discover Sievers return, year
after year. Only a place that is loved, that inspires and that
transforms can make such a claim.
We invite you to enter our studios and create your own Sievers
and island experience!
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“Happiness is in your hands and it
keeps you young.”
. . . is the slogan that founder Walter Schutz selected when
Sievers originated in the early 1970’s.
Together with his wife Sophie (Sievers) Schutz, who was a
very accomplished hobby weaver, they wrote the Learn How To
Weave booklet that inspired Walter at age 79 to establish the
Sievers School of Fiber Arts.
A one-room schoolhouse that dates back to 1890 became the
location to teach classes, beginning in 1979 with an enrollment
of 33 students. In the years since, a comfortable dormitory,
teachers’ cottage and two spacious studios were added, used
by the more than 35 professional instructors who teach over 40
classes each year to approximately 400 students.
Current owners Ann and Butch Young, and their friendly
and accommodating staff that includes Cindra Hokkanen and
Carolyn Foss, welcome students who have traveled from all fifty
states and eleven foreign countries, to enjoy the combination
of high quality fiber arts instruction and the remote, tranquil
surroundings on charming Washington Island, WI.

Follow news from Sievers on our website, www.sieversschool.com,
on

,
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Cover Photo: Fair Isle Sweater Design by Mary Germain

920-847-2264
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1

Open Quilt Studio
June 2-7

No Instructor

(2 pm Wednesday - 11 am Monday

Give yourself a week to design
and piece a major project or
experiment with techniques there
never seems time to do, in the
company of other quilters. We
will provide pin-up boards, tables
for sewing and cutting, irons
and ironing boards; you provide
your own sewing machine in
good working condition, needed
equipment and supplies.
Studio Fee $325 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee
Level: All (You must be able to work independently on your
project/s.)
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Simply Scandinavian

June 8-13

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Sunday)

Connie Westbrook

Experience the clean lines, simple
designs, pleasing colors and
natural fibers of Scandinavian
weaving. Use Dräll or False
Damask, Halvdräll, Monk’s
Belt, Spot & Waffle weaves or
Scandinavian
Snowflakes--all great structures for scarves,
shawls, simple garments, towels,
table runners or pillow tops.
Looms and weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $10 for notebook, plus yarn cost of $30-75,
depending on your choices.
Level: Intermediate (Must know how to warp and weave on a
multi-harness floor loom and be able to read a basic pattern draft.)
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com
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Shibori & Indigo Dyeing

June 14-17

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Thursday)

Anne Landre

Create infinite patterns on fabric
using the Japanese technique of
Shibori resist-dyeing, combined
with the unique properties of
indigo dye.
You will learn
how to mix the indigo vat, and
experiment with various binding,
folding, stitching and clamping
techniques on cotton, silk, and
linen. Jump into the blue!
Class Fee $365 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180

Materials Fee of $30 inc. pre-reduced indigo dye and chemicals,
PFD cotton and linen fabrics, 2 silk scarves, set of acrylic shapes
for clamping, artificial sinew for binding fabric and handouts.
Level: Beginner
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Beginning Weaving: Floor Loom

June 14 - 19

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

Susan Frame

		

Learn the steps necessary to
prepare a warp, dress it onto a
floor loom, then weave. We’ll
discuss the loom and how it
works, how to design and plan
a project, read a pattern draft,
fiber selection and finishing
techniques. Begin with a scarf
or table runner, then go on to
weave a color sampler, exploring
twill patterns, and see how colors
interact. Looms and weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $15 for notebook, plus yarn cost of $30-75,
depending on your choices.
Level: Beginner (May also be used as a refresher.)

920-847-2264
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Batik Alumni Studio

June 19 - 26

(2 pm Saturday – 11 am Saturday)

No Instructor

If you already love to batik,
enjoy a studio week with plenty
of space and time to devote to
wax, dye and design whatever
projects you want to create!
Beeswax, paraffin, wax pots,
dyes, chemicals, irons, etc. will
be provided. Bring your ideas,
fabrics, brushes and any other
items needed.
Studio Fee $455 7-Day

Dorm (Optional) $420

Materials Fee of $60 inc. beeswax, Procion dyes, chemicals, use of
related tools and equipment. Additional supplies and fabric will be
available for purchase in Sievers Shop or bring your own.
Prerequisite: Any previous Sievers Batik class
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Beyond Beginning: Weaving

June 21 - 26

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

Nancy Adams

This class focuses on which fibers,
projects and techniques are good
options for the novice weaver.
Choose your own project, weave
structure and fiber. We’ll review
the warping process and pattern
drafts.
Looms and weaving
accessories provided.

Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee. Yarn cost of $35-60, depending on your
choices.
Level: Intermediate Beginner (Must know how to warp and weave
on multi-harness floor loom.)
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

7A Japanese Temari Techniques

June 28 – July 1Judith T. Yamamoto &
(2 pm Monday – 11 am Thursday)

Kathy Broer

Beginners will learn the basics
of Temari: wrapping, measuring
and marking, and traditional
stitching with pearl cotton and
metallic threads.
Experienced
students may choose several
patterns such as descending kiku
and wrapped or layered designs.
Make 1 - 3 completed balls.
7B Japanese Temari Techniques: Extended
June 28 – July 3 (2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)
Class Fee $365 3-Day
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180
Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $30 inc. Styrofoam balls, pins, needle, wrapping
and embroidery threads, and handouts.
Level: All
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Splint-Woven Basketry:

June 28 - July 3

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

Independent Study
Jeanette Biederman

Work at your own skill level
on projects of your choice
with assistance, advice and
encouragement
from
the
instructor. Projects may include
ribbed baskets, traditional round
bottom and market baskets, or
twill-woven baskets.

Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Cost: Expect to spend $45-75 per basket, depending
on your choices. Basketmaking materials will be available for
purchase in class by prior arrangement with the instructor, or you
may bring your own.
Level: Intermediate (You must have previously taken a beginnerlevel basketry class.)

920-847-2264
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Baltic Knitting Extravaganza

July 7 - 11

Sandy De Master & Mary Germain
(2 pm Wednesday – 11 am Sunday)

Students new to Estonian, Latvian
and Lithuanian knitting will begin
with an ornament-sized mitten to
learn techniques such as picotedge hem, thumb insertion, and
shaping. Then, design your own
pair or another project. Those
with Latvian mitten experience
may design a hat, cowl, mittens,
tote or sweater, using traditional
motifs and techniques.
Class Fee $445 4-Day

Dorm (Optional) $240

Materials Fee of $15 for instructional notebook. Purchase yarn
and needles from Sievers Shop or bring your own.
Level: Intermediate (Need basic knitting skills: cast-on/bind-off,
knit/purl, increase/decrease, working in the round with doublepointed needles and some 2-color knitting experience.)

10 Rigid Heddle Weaving
July 12 - 17

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

Deb Jones

Beginners will start with a basic
scarf to learn warping, plain
weave, lace and pick-up, using
two heddles and more, followed
by a sampler that introduces more
advanced techniques. Those with
rigid heddle experience will
focus on double weave samples,
then weave. Looms and weaving
accessories provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $20 for notebook, plus yarn cost of approx.
$40-100, depending on your choices.
Level: Beginner (No previous rigid heddle or weaving experience
needed) or Intermediate.
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

11 Your Latest, Greatest Quilt
July 12 - 17

Ellen Graf

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

		

Unleash your creative spirit and
find solutions for moving your
quilt to completion while learning new skills. Be it translating
an idea into a design, selecting
the right setting for your blocks,
borders, or finishing, by week’s
end it will be well on the way to
being the great quilt it was meant
to be. Sewing machine in good
working order if you are working
by machine. Hand-sewers are also welcome.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $10 for sample materials and handouts.
Level: All

12 One-Of-A-Kind Jacket
July 19 - 24

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

Mary Sue Fenner

Designed for weavers, felters,
dyers and surface designers—to
inspire and help you make a
unique jacket from your own
fabrics, created or commercial.
After a Mary Sue Jacket Trunk
Show, you’ll choose a suitable
style for you and your fabric, alter
your pattern if needed, and sew,
using contemporary and classic
methods. Sewing machine in
good working order required.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee (Bring approx. 5 yards of 30” width fabric.)
Level: Intermediate (Basic sewing skills required.)

920-847-2264
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13 Sew A Patchy Vest
July 24 – 26

(2 pm Saturday – 11 am Monday)

Mary Sue Fenner

		
Use up some of your fabric
stash by designing and sewing
it into a fun and unique long
vest. Yardage and pre-cuts may
augment your collection, sewn
onto a base knit fabric using rawedge patching. Any simple vest
pattern may be used. Sewing
machine in good working order
required.
Class Fee $265

2-Day

Dorm (Optional) $120

No Materials Fee (You’ll bring approx. 3 yds. cotton fabrics,
scraps or purchased, and 2 yds cotton or polyester knit, 60” wide.)
Level: Beginning to Intermediate (Basic sewing skills required.)

14 Weaving: Paint Your Warp!
July 26 – 30

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Friday)

Lynn Novotnak

		
Study the interaction between
warp and weft color, yarn weight,
and weave structure. Learn how
to prepare warp for painting,
mix paints, and paint two tencel
warps with Procion fiber-reactive
dyes (one you’ll weave here, the
other you’ll take home). Then,
dress it onto a loom, choose
complementary weft yarn and
weave your colorful scarf. Looms
and weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $445 4-Day

Dorm (Optional) $240

Materials Fee of $15 for painting supplies and handouts, plus weft
yarn cost of $15-40, depending on your choices.
Level: Intermediate (Must know how to warp and weave on a
multi-harness floor loom and be able to read a basic pattern draft.)
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

15 Marbling Intensive: Paper & Fabric
July 29 – August 1

(2 pm Thursday – 11 am Sunday)

Nancy Akerly

		
Learn how to prepare papers and
fabric for marbling in a range of
techniques and patterns, using
acrylic paints, a carrageenan
bath, and variety of tools.
Experiment and create your own
designs with classic patterns such
as French Curl, Spanish Wave,
Peacock, NonPareil, Gel-Git,
Stone Marble and Turkish Ebru
figural marbling.
Class Fee $365 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180

Materials Fee of $115 inc. all paints, carrageenan, papers, silk and
cotton fabric for sampling, use of tools, handouts and resource lists.
Level: All (Mobility needed for applying paint, rinsing and
hanging paper sheets to dry. A basic understanding of color is
helpful.)

16 Beading: Composing Components
August 2 – 4

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Wednesday)

Francie Broadie

		
Have you tried a few beading projects
but are hesitant to design your own?
This is the class for you, exploring
the magic of components. Working
primarily in herringbone stitch, you’ll
learn to make rings, tubes, fans,
and more, that can be mixed and
matched into a myriad of creations.
Design elements will be discussed, and
you’ll be encouraged to play with the
possibilities.
Class Fee $265 2-Day

Dorm (Optional) $120

Materials Fee of $15 for instructions and findings packet. Bead
kits will be available for purchase from instructor, or bring your
own.
Level: All

920-847-2264
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17 Beadwork Alumni Studio
August 4 – 9

(2 pm Wednesday – 11 am Monday)

No Instructor

		
Enjoy beading in the company
of fellow bead artists.
The
Sophie Studio is yours for an
uninterrupted week to work on
a project or projects of your
choice. Bring your own beads,
patterns, related materials and
equipment.

Studio Fee $325 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee
Prerequisite: Any previous Diane Fitzgerald Beadwork Class

18A Finding Our Way: A Dyeing Journey
August 2 - 7

Stephanie Lewis Robertson
(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

		
Explore your personal iconography and stories independently,
while using dyes and pigments
to decorate cloth. Techniques
may include simple silk screen,
mono-printing, dyeing and direct
painting, plus ways to prepare
and finish artwork for exhibition
and display. Work at your own
pace with a variety of provided
tools, methods and ideas.
18B

Finding Our Way: Extended
August 2 - 9
(2 pm Monday – 11 am Monday)

Class Fee $505 5-Day
Class Fee $635 7-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300
Dorm (Optional) $420

Materials Fee of $60 inc. dyes, pigments, silkscreen frame, photosensitive material, related supplies and equipment use.
Level: All
12

For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

19 Open Quilt Studio
August 10 - 15

No Instructor

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Sunday)

		
Give yourself a week to design
and piece a major project or
experiment with techniques there
never seems time to do, in the
company of other quilters. We
will provide pin-up boards, tables
for sewing and cutting, irons
and ironing boards; you provide
your own sewing machine in
good working condition, needed
equipment and supplies.
Studio Fee $325 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee
Level: All (You must be able to work independently on your
project/s.)

20 Fiber Blending For Spinners
August 10 - 15

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Sunday)

Deb Jones

		
Explore plant and animal fibers,
and what each brings to a
finished yarn.
Blend various
fibers for woolen and worsted
preparation to create a sample
notebook and the resulting spun
yarn. Then, design your own
signature yarn, prepare fibers
and spin enough for a project.
Bring your spinning wheel and
related equipment or use ours.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $75 inc. generous supply of fibers for spinning
and dyeing, dyes, use of equipment, and handouts.
Level: Intermediate with beginning spinning experience who is able
to spin a continuous length of wool. (But you don’t need to be an
expert . . .’early career’spinners are welcome!)

920-847-2264
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21 Basketry: Covered Coiling
August 16 - 19

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Thursday)

Lynn Stracka Schuster

The covered coil technique uses
one continuous, round length of
core material, wound around or
on top of itself in an expanding
or decreasing spiral to construct
the basket and lends itself to a
wide variety of expressions. Silk,
wool, cotton or novelty yarns
will be used to cover the core
material, and attention given to
shaping, rims and embellishing.
Class Fee $365 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180

Materials Fee of $30 inc. coiling core material, needles, assorted
embellishing supplies, and instructional notebook, plus yarn cost of
$15-30, depend on your choices. Yarns may be purchased in the
Sievers Shop, or bring your own.
Level: All

22 Beginning Weaving: Table Loom
August 20 - 23

(2 pm Friday – 11 am Monday)

Nancy Frantz

		
Enjoy the fun and creativity of
weaving in a shorter session.
Learn to prepare a warp and
dress it onto the loom, then
weave. We’ll discuss the table
loom, fiber selection, color and
design options, and finishing
techniques.
Once you’ve
learned the basics, they may be
easily transferred to floor loom
weaving. Looms and weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $365 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180

Materials Fee of $5 for handouts, plus yarn cost of $15-25,
depending on your choices.
Level: Beginner (May also be used as a refresher.)
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

23 Cartonnage: Puzzle Box
August 24 - 26

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Thursday)

Nancy Akerly

		
Learn to make the Puzzle Box, an
interlocking array of small boxes
nestled within a larger, latched
one, and a secret compartment
for letters, etc. Begin with the
basics of measuring and cutting
bookboard, gluing, construction,
paper
selection
(Japanese
Chiyogami and others), and
embellishment. Accuracy, sharp
creasing, an eye for symmetry and
understanding of color are key.
Class Fee $265 2-Day

Dorm (Optional) $120

Materials Fee of $75 inc. all materials, use of tools, detailed
handouts and resource lists.
Level: All (Should be able to measure and cut, using an exacto
knife and metal ruler.)

24 Navajo Rug Weaving

August 27 – September 1

(2 pm Friday – 11 am Wednesday)

Betty Glynn Carlson

Learn the fundamentals of Navajo
rug weaving, using authentic patterns and wool yarns.
Beginners will make a small
piece. Intermediate to advanced
are welcome to bring a work in
progress, warp a new project, or
explore techniques and pictorals.
Looms and weaving accessories
provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $35 for beginner project yarns and handouts, plus
$25 equipment usage fee (deducted from loom purchase if student
opts to do so).
Level: Beginning/Intermediate and beyond

920-847-2264
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25 Beginning Weaving: Floor Loom
September 2 - 7

(2 pm Thursday – 11 am Tuesday)

Nancy Adams

Learn the steps needed to prepare
a warp, dress it onto a floor loom,
and weave. We’ll discuss the
loom and how it works, how to
design and plan a project, read
a pattern draft, fiber selection
and finishing techniques. You
will be able to weave one or
two simple projects, such as a
scarf or table runner. Looms and
weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $10 for notebook, plus yarn cost of $30-75,
depending on your choices.
Level: Beginner (May also be used as a refresher.)

26 Metalwork Jewelry Boot Camp
September 8 - 12

(2 pm Wednesday – 11 am Sunday)

Kay Rashka

		
Learn metal fabrication techniques
to create art jewelry, including
fold-forming, cutting, filing,
stamping, piercing, doming and
soldering. Unique patterns can
be applied freehand or etched
from texture mats. Try different
settings, spinner rings, tube/
wire rivets, and drill river stones,
using motorized hand tools for
professional finishing.
Class Fee $445 4-Day

Dorm (Optional) $240

Materials Fee of $15 for basic materials, use of tools and detailed
handouts. Additional materials may be purchased from instructor,
or bring your own.
Level: All (Students with chemical sensitivities should contact
instructor prior to class.)
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

27 Woodcarving: Songbird Or Cane
September 9 - 12

(2 pm Thursday – 11 am Sunday)

Jerry Landwehr

After a discussion of carving
tools and their care, you will
choose a project: Chickadee
or maple cane with a carved
handle. Step-by-step instructions are included, installation
of the bird’s eyes and feet,
finishing and mounting, as well as creating pattern blanks.
If you prefer to bring a work in progress, Jerry will offer his
advice and guidance.
Class Fee $365 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180

Materials Fee of $20 for wood bird blank, glass eyes, pewter feet,
or $10 for cane, and handouts. Additional blanks will be available
for purchase from instructor. Tools will be provided for your use, or
bring your own.
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

28 Nålbinding: Viking Mittens
September 13 - 16

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Thursday)

Donna Kallner

Nålbinding is a single-needle
stitching technique that produces
thick, warm, wind-resistant
mittens, inspired by Norse folk
art traditions.
You’ll choose
traditional plant-dyed yarn colors
and patterns. Stitching is done
with a long wooden large-eyed
needle. Shaping is done “by
eye” so you don’t have to follow
a pattern or count stitches, and
its stable structure keeps it from unraveling—perfect travel
handwork!
Class Fee $365 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $180

Materials Fee of $40 inc. a handmade wooden needle, plant-dyed
wool yarns, and handouts.
Level: All

920-847-2264
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29 Willow Harvest & Weave
September 13 - 17

Jo Campbell-Amsler

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Friday)

To begin, we will harvest the
Sievers willow patch, learn how
to strip leaves, sort, storage
methods, and make cuttings for
a home patch. Using gathered
material you’ll construct a
variety of frames, learn several
lashing types and basic rib-style
techniques to make 1 or 2 baskets
in class. Experienced weavers
may contact Jo ahead of time regarding special projects.
Class Fee $445 4-Day

Dorm (Optional) $240

Materials Cost of $75 and up, depending on your project choices,
inc. willow, miscellaneous supplies, tool usage, and handouts.
Level: All (Some hand strength is needed.)

30 Boundweave Rugs
September 17 - 22

(2 pm Friday – 11 am Wednesday)

Lynn Stracka Schuster

Explore color and pattern through
Boundweave, an exciting weftfaced structure that encompasses
both.
After discussing color
selection, placement and pattern,
drafting for 3-harness Krokbragd
and 4-harness Rosepath, you’ll
design your rug, using graph
paper and colored pencils, then
watch it come to life as you
weave. Looms and weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $10 for notebook, plus yarn cost of $95-175,
depending on your choices and rug size (small is advised).
Yarns may be purchased in the Sievers Shop.
Level: Intermediate (Must know how to warp and weave on a
multi-harness floor loom and be able to read a basic pattern draft.)
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For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

31 Garment Sewing Studio
September 18 - 23

(2 pm Saturday – 11 am Thursday)

No Instructor

Give yourself a week to design
and sew wearables in the
company of other like-minded
creators. We will provide tables
for sewing and cutting, irons
and ironing boards; you provide
your own sewing machine in
good
working
condition,
needed equipment, supplies and
materials.
Studio Fee $325 5-Day

Dorm Housing (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee
Level: All (You must be able to work independently on your
project/s.)

32 Bent Willow Chair
September 24 - 26

(2 pm Friday – 11 am Sunday)

Ken Workowski

		
Learn the age-old craft of willow
furniture design and construction
techniques, as you make this
classic, sturdy and beautiful
chair. Using basic tools, each
student will build their own, with
instructor assistance as needed.
Made entirely with willow, your
chair will be approximately 40”
high, 32” wide and 30” deep.
Class Fee $265 2-Day

Dorm (Optional) $120

Materials Fee of $95 for willow, assembly hardware, use of
specialized tools and handouts.
Level: Beginner (Some hand strength is needed, as well as ability
to bend and kneel. Some experience with hammer and drill will
also be helpful.)

920-847-2264
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33 Adams’ Alumni Open Weaving Studio
Sept 27 – Oc t 2

Nancy Adams, Facilitator
(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

		
The Sophie Studio is yours for
an uninterrupted week to work
on a project or projects of your
choice. Although there is no
formal class structure, weaving
teacher Nancy Adams will be
an Open Studio participant and
so available to answer questions
or give assistance if needed.
Looms and weaving accessories
provided.
Studio Fee $325

5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

No Materials Fee
Prerequisite: Any previous Nancy Adams’ Weaving Class

34 Splint-Woven Basketry: Independent Study
Sept 27 – Oct 2

Jeanette Biederman
(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)
		
Work at your own skill level
on projects of your choice
with assistance, advice and
encouragement
from
the
instructor. Projects may include
ribbed baskets, traditional round
bottom and market baskets, or
twill-woven baskets.

Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Cost: Expect to spend $45-75 per basket, depending
on your choices. Basketmaking materials will be available for
purchase in class by prior arrangement with the instructor, or you
may bring your own.
Level: Intermediate (You must have previously taken a beginnerlevel basketry class.)
20

For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

35A Creative Knitting Retreat: 5-Day

October 5 - 10Sandy De Master & Mary Germain

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Sunday)
		
Tap into your creativity and
design knitwear of your choosing,
with assistance from Sandy and
Mary. Start with a pattern or
sketch, customize by adding or
subtracting features, or change
yarn and gauge …? This class is
also open to knitters who want to
solve current knitting problems.

35B

Creative Knitting Retreat: 3-Day
October 7 - 10 (2 pm Thursday – 11 am Sunday)

Class Fee $505
Class Fee $365

5-Day
3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300
Dorm (Optional) $180

No Materials Fee
Level: Intermediate (Need basic knitting skills: cast-on/bind-off,
knit/purl, increase/decrease, etc., and some experience reading
and knitting from a pattern.)

36A Open Knitting Studio: 5-Day
October 5 - 10

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Sunday)

No Instructor

		
Give yourself opportunity to
design, knit, block and finish, or
experiment with techniques there
never seems time to do at home,
in the company of other knitters.
We provide equipment such as
umbrella swifts and ball winders;
you provide your yarn, needles,
related supplies and patterns,
or purchase them in the Sievers
Shop.
36B

Open Knitting Studio: 3-Day
October 7 - 10 (2 pm Thursday – 11 am Sunday)

Studio Fee $325 5-Day
Studio Fee $195 3-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300
Dorm Optional) $180

No Materials Fee
Level: All (You must be able to work independently on your
project/s.)

920-847-2264
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37 Simply Scandinavian
October 12 - 17

Connie Westbrook

(2 pm Tuesday – 11 am Sunday)

		
Experience the clean lines, simple
designs, pleasing colors and
natural fibers of Scandinavian
weaving. Use Dräll or False
Damask, Halvdräll, Monk’s
Belt, Spot & Waffle weaves or
Scandinavian
Snowflakes--all great structures for scarves,
shawls, simple garments, towels,
table runners or pillow tops.
Looms and weaving accessories provided.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $10 for notebook, plus yarn cost of $30-75,
depending on your choices.
Level: Intermediate (Must know how to warp and weave on a
multi-harness floor loom and be able to read a basic pattern draft.)

38 Rag Rug Weaving
October 18 - 23

(2 pm Monday – 11 am Saturday)

Deb Sharpee

		
Learn about plain weave and its
variations (stripes, twisted weft,
inlay, and gradations), color
use, weft material selection, and
finishes for rag rug weaving.
Returnees may opt for a Log
Cabin,
Double
Binding,
Patchwork or Diamond rug.
Bring traditional recycled fabric
or use new for a more tailored
look. Looms and weaving accessories provided. Sewing
machine in good working order is highly recommended.
Class Fee $505 5-Day

Dorm (Optional) $300

Materials Fee of $10 for notebook, plus warp cost of $40-60,
depending on your choices.
Level: Intermediate (Must know how to warp and weave on a
multi-harness floor loom.)
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FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF OUR 2021
INSTRUCTORS AND CLASSES.
To read their bios and find links to their websites,
where applicable, go to www.sieversschool.com.
NANCY ADAMS
Beyond Beginning: Weaving, # 6
Beg. Weaving: Floor Loom, # 25
NANCY AKERLY
Marbling, # 15
Cartonnage, # 23
JEANETTE BIEDERMAN
Splint-Woven Basket: Ind. Study, # 8 & # 34
FRANCIE BROADIE
Beading: Composing Components, # 16
KATHY BROER
Japanese Temari Techniques, # 7A & B
JO CAMPBELL-AMSLER
Willow Harvest & Weave, # 29
BETTY GLYNN CARLSON
Navajo Rug Weaving, # 24
SANDY DE MASTER
Baltic Knitting Extravaganza, # 9
Creative Knitting Retreat, # 35A & B
MARY SUE FENNER
One-Of-A-Kind Jacket, # 12
Sew A Patchy Vest, # 13
SUSAN FRAME
Beg. Weaving: Floor Loom, # 4
NANCY FRANTZ
Beg. Weave: Table Loom, # 22
MARY GERMAIN
Baltic Knitting Extravaganza, # 9
Creative Knitting Retreat, # 35A & B
ELLEN GRAF
Your Latest, Greatest Quilt, # 11
DEB JONES
Rigid Heddle Weaving, # 10
Fiber Blending For Spinners, # 20
DONNA KALLNER
Nålbinding: Viking Mittens, # 28
ANNE LANDRE
Shibori & Indigo Dyeing, # 3
JERRY LANDWEHR
Woodcarving: Songbird/Cane, # 27
LYNN NOVOTNAK
Painted Warp & Weave, # 14
KAY RASHKA
Metalwork Jewelry Boot Camp, # 26
STEPHANIE LEWIS ROBERTSON
Finding Our Way: Dyeing, # 18A & B
LYNN SCHUSTER
Basketry: Covered Coiling, # 21
Boundweave Rug, # 30
DEB SHARPEE
Rag Rug Weaving, # 38
CONNIE WESTBROOK
Simply Scandinavian Weave, # 2 & # 37
KEN WORKOWSKI
Bent Willow Chair, # 32
JUDITH T. YAMAMOTO
Japanese Temari Techniques, # 7A & B
920-847-2264
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Scholarships
Established in 2002, Sievers scholarship funds
were originally given in memory of several instructors
and students, and have been augmented over the years.
Awarded annually, scholarships are based on a
combination of artistic merit and financial need.
Partial and full tuition scholarships are available.
Contact us for application form and more information.
Application deadline is April 1.
Scholarships will be awarded April 10.

Walter and Sophie
Studios, awaiting
your arrival.
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TOMSON HALL / DORMITORY –
Your “home away from home”

What is furnished: Twin beds with mattress pads and
privacy curtains. Air conditioning and baseboard electric
heat. Complete kitchen facility with kitchen range, microwave
oven, two refrigerators, coffeemaker, toaster, cookware, dishes
and utensils. Sitting area and two bathrooms with a total of 3
showers, 3 toilets and 4 wash basins. (Dormitory housing is for
women only.)
What to bring: Sleeping bag or sheets and blanket, pillow;
towel and washcloth; flashlight; the usual items for dormitory
living. Students are responsible for their own food needs. (There
are also a number of restaurants and a grocery store on the
Island.)

Housing Fees (Include sales and room tax)
To be paid in full at time of registration or
one month before class:
2-Day - $120
5-Day - $300
3-Day - $180
7-Day - $420
4-Day - $240
The use of these facilities is reserved solely for students registered
for the Dormitory. Space is limited, so we suggest you make your
reservation early. Housing is available only for the duration of
the class; no early arrivals or late departures. (No tent or vehicle
camping on the premises.)
Other Places To Stay
Contact the Island Chamber of Commerce:
www.washingtonisland.com or 920-847-2179
920-847-2264
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SPECIFICS OF ENROLLMENT
(Please read this information about registration, cancellation policies,
payments, etc. before you register for a class.)

Registration opens February 1st. Classes can fill rapidly,
so we suggest you register as soon as possible. During
the first week of registration, classes that receive more
registrations than have space available, will be filled by
lottery. Students who have sent in a registration for an
overfull class will have their names drawn randomly and
be added to the class in that order. Once the maximum
enrollment is met, the remaining students’ names will go
onto a waiting list for the class. Class enrollment size is
determined by Sievers, in consultation with the instructors,
and by studio space limits.
Notification. You will receive a personal confirmation of
your registration from our office.
Waiting Lists. Anytime a class fills, we start a waiting list.
If space becomes available we contact the first person on
the list. There is no charge to be on a waiting list.
Cancellation/Transfer. Any student who needs to cancel
their class registration must let us know one month
before the first day of class to get a full refund (minus a
$35 processing fee per class or open studio cancelled).
Students who cancel less than one month before the first
day of class will receive a 50% of the class or studio fee.
There is no refund once class has begun.
If a registered student wishes to transfer to a different class,
there will be a $35 processing fee if the switch is made
one month or more before the first day of the original class.
If a student wishes to transfer less than one month before
the original class, they will forfeit 50% of that class fee.
Registrations are not transferable to another person.
If Sievers School cancels a class for any reason, all
registered students will be notified immediately and
extended the opportunity to register for another class.
Students who do not wish to transfer will receive a full
refund of all fees paid.
Class Information. Three weeks prior to your class you will
be sent: 1. Supply List (materials and items you need to
bring, and the cost of any materials that will be supplied
to you by your instructor); 2. Student policy sheet; 3. Class
agenda; 4. Ferry schedule; and 5. Student list. If you have
registered for housing with us, you will also receive a
housing information sheet.
26
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Materials Fee. If applicable, the materials fee is payable
directly to the instructor during your class. (The materials
fees now printed in the class listings descriptions may vary
slightly at that time to reflect current market prices.)
Equipment. We supply most of the basic equipment
needed for your class, including looms, spinning wheels
and related accessories. We do not supply sewing
machines on a regular basis, although we do have a
limited number of them available for rental. Contact us for
further information.

GENERAL INFORMATION
To facilitate the learning process and instruction, enrollment
is limited to ages 16 and older.
Visitors (anyone not enrolled in the class or open studio
in session) are not permitted in the studios or dormitory
without permission from Sievers staff.
Pets are not permitted on the grounds.
Sievers reserves the right to refuse registrations from
participants who have a history of disruptive behavior,
or to dismiss without refund any student who disrupts our
learning environment.
Studios and Dorm are equipped with air conditioning.
For cell phone service, Cellcom, Verizon and U.S. Cellular
work best on Washington Island; other services may not
work. A courtesy land line phone is available for student
use. For Internet, there are a number of Wi-Fi locations
on the Island, but Wi-Fi is not readily accessible from the
studios or dormitory.
We advise students travelling by air to double-check with
us 6 to 8 weeks prior to your class before booking your
flight. A class may be cancelled if enrollment is too low.
Gift Certificates may be purchased in any amount and
used toward a class or in our Shop.

FEES AND PAYMENT
Class and Open Studio Fees are payable in full when you
register.
Housing Fees may be paid in full when you register, or
paid in full one month before your class.
920-847-2264
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2021

School of Fiber Arts

Class Schedule
Class
No.

Registration opens
February 1

Class Title

Dates

BASKETRY/FURNISHINGS/WOODCARVING
8

Splint-Woven Basketry: Ind. Study

June 28-July 3

21

Basketry: Covered Coiling

Aug. 16-19

27

Carving: Songbird/Cane

Sept. 9-12

29

Willow Harvest & Weave

Sept. 13-17

32

Bent Willow Chair

Sept. 24-26

34

Splint-Woven Basketry: Ind. Study

Sept. 27-Oct

JEWELRY/STITCHERY/WEARABLES
7A

Japanese Temari Techniques

June 28-July 1

7B

Japanese Temari Techniques: Extended

June 28-July 3

12

One-Of-A-Kind Jacket**

July 19-24

13

Sew A Patchy Vest**

July 24-26

16

Beading: Composing Components

Aug. 2-4

26

Metalwork Jewelry Boot Camp

Sept. 8-12

28

Nålbinding: Viking Mittens

Sept. 13-16

KNITTING/SPINNING
9

Baltic Knitting Extravaganza

July 7-11

20

Fiber Blending For Spinners

Aug. 10-15

35A

Creative Knitting Retreat

Oct. 5-10

35B

Creative Knitting Retreat

Oct. 7-10

OPEN STUDIOS
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1

Quilt Studio**

June 2-7

5

Batik Alumni Studio

June 19-26

17

Beadwork Alumni Studio

Aug. 4-9

19

Quilt Studio**

Aug. 10-15

31

Garment Sewing Studio**

Sept. 18-23

33

Adams’ Alumni Weaving Studio

Sept. 27-Oct. 2

36A

Knitting Studio

Oct. 5-10

36B

Knitting Studio

Oct. 7-10

For additional information, please visit www.sieversschool.com

Class
No.

Class Title

Dates

PAPER ARTS
23

Cartonnage: Puzzle Box

Aug. 24-26

QUILTING
11

Latest, Greatest Quilt**

July 12-17

SURFACE DESIGN
3

Shibori & Indigo Dyeing

June 14-17

15

Marbling: Paper & Fabric

July 29-Aug. 1

18A

Finding Our Way: A Dyeing Journey

Aug. 2-7

18B

A Dyeing Journey: Extended

Aug. 2-9

WEAVING
2

Simply Scandinavian

June 8-13

4

Beg. Weaving: Floor Loom

June 14-19

6

Beyond Beginning

June 21-26

10

Rigid Heddle Weaving

July 12-17

14

Painted Warp

July 26-30

22

Beg. Weaving: Table Loom

Aug. 20-23

24

Navajo Rug Weaving

Aug. 27-Sept. 1

25

Beg. Weaving: Floor Loom

Sept. 2-7

30

Boundweave Rug

Sept. 17-22

37

Simply Scandinavian

Oct. 12-17

38

Rag Rug Weaving**

Oct. 18-23

Bold type indicates a new class.
**Sewing Machine Required/Recommended

920-847-2264
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TRAVEL INFORMATION
(Students must arrange for their own transportation to/from Sievers.)

How To Get Here:
Washington Island
is located 7 miles
north of the tip of
the Door County
Peninsula, about 90
miles northeast of
Green Bay, WI. To
get to the Island you
take a 30-min. car
ferry trip from the
Northport Pier, located
at the northernmost
end of Highway 42.
When you register
for class we will mail
you a copy of the
Washington Island
Ferry Line schedule.
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Commercial air flights land at Austin Straubel Field, Green Bay,
WI. (Before booking their flight, students traveling by air should
check with us 6 to 8 weeks prior to their class start date. A
class may be cancelled if enrollment is too low.)

Washington Island Ferry Line
Phone: 800-223-2094
www.wisferry.com
Island Shuttle, LLC
Phone: 920-535-0617
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Car Rentals available at
Austin Straubel Airport
Michigan-Wisconsin Car Ferry
Ludington, MI to
Manitowoc, WI
Phone: 800-841-4243
www.ssbadger.com

920-847-2264
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■

$240

$300

4-Day

5-Day

$420

$180

3-Day

7-Day

$120

2-Day

(You will receive written confirmation of your registration)

I do not need housing.

month before class.

No

Yes
		

■ I will pay in full now.
■ I will pay in full one

Yes

Housing Reservation & Fees:

Class No.
Class Title
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Phone/E-Mail
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

Address
_______________________________________________________________

Name
_______________________________________________________________

Amount Enclosed__________________

Housing Fee______________________

Class/Studio Fees________________

YR

(Signature as it appears on card)

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

_____________________________________________________________

MO

EXPIRE DATE

Amount Due______________________
_____________________________________________________________
■ Check or Money Order Enclosed
■ Charge to my account: ■
■
■
■

For Office Use Only

P.O. Box 100, 986 Jackson Harbor Road
Washington Island, WI 54246

School of Fiber Arts

REGISTRATION FORM

Fiber Arts & Fine Crafts
986 Jackson Harbor Road

Open Daily • Late May through October

A fiber art experience! Featuring the
original arts and fine crafts handmade by
the teachers and students of Sievers,
in a unique setting combined with a
destination knitting shop.
Baskets • Jewelry • Clothing • Handwovens
Household Accessories • Gifts
Quality Knitting and Weaving Yarns
Books • Fabric • Fiber Art Supplies
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